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significantly higher yet the stock being produced is 
significantly lower. 
 
For example, your Government spent $360m dollars on 
Westbank stadium. Sure, it holds an extra 10000 seats, 
Great stadium by the way, but really was it required. Central 
Coast stadium cost the State and Council only $28m dollars 
(19 years ago) and has many years of expected life still in it. 
 
Investment and substantial cost increases such as these are 
not sustainable and offer little value for constituent’s dollars. 
 
Personally, I enjoy sport thoroughly and enjoy a large 
crowd’s atmosphere, however crowds have and continue to 
decrease at most sporting venues across the country.  
 
Namely due to high building costs of compliance, 
applications, approvals, local contributions, unnecessary 
standards and forever changing codes and legislation, 
amongst associated costs with tickets (agents), professional 
catering, travelling, parking, entertainment, athlete rewards, 
event staff, security, stadium hire, scoreboard and electronic 
signage hire/usage etc. Times have changed form amateur 
age to the professional age and there are so many hands on 
the pie that average people just have to keep adding to the 
pie. 
 
Again, the building and construction industry is a major driver 
in successful economies, the money being injected is not 
being injected sustainably and this is reflected in the current 
market conditions and for far too long now. 
 
Too much money is spent over regulating, useless auditing 
and accreditation, professional bodies that do nothing but 
promote internal people and educators, making insignificant 
and constant changes to approval processes, to standards, 
codes and legislation and things like energy efficiency (whilst 
technology increases in use more and more power is drawn 
but building methods are forced to accommodate these 
changes not the manufacturing or the technology itself for 
example) it is a complete injustice and waste of money all 
passed on to the end user, our children that rent. Most of the 
people with money bought house and land for as little as 
$20000 or less in the 1970’s a fact. These people are the 
only ones laughing all the way to the bank and enjoying 
making a living off the back over the younger generations.  






